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THE WORSTFEARSabout the General Practitioners' new
contract seem to have been realized in Carlisle where a
practice of three doctors has refused to accept on its list
the inhabitants of two 'run down' council estates, since to
accept them would mean that the practice would be
unable to meet its targets for immunization and cervical
smears, and would stand to lose $6000 annually. 6

AN AMERICANBASEDcompany has set up a service in
Britain which will freeze your body after death until such
time as techniques become available for re-animating it.
The package costs $125000 but one can have one's head
only frozen, at, so to speak, a cut-price offer of $30 000. It
is not clear whether the soul has the same freezing point
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as the more solid organs. One fears that a power cut may
corrupt absolutely.
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JOHNBLACK

Perestroika and glasnost have thrown up several success
stories in the Soviet Union. Yet none of them are as flam-
boyant, successful and well known as Svyatislov Fiodorov
and his eye clinic. An eye surgeon by training and an

. entrepreneur at heart, Svyatislov Fiodorov, aged 62, is
credited with inventing a revolutionary treatment for
nearsightedness, called radial keratotomy. In the West a
practitioner of his calibre would have amassed a fortune
by opening private clinics. Fiodorov says he earns around
$38 000 a year-only five and a half times more than one
of his nurses. But his own salary is no indicator of the
monetary power he wields or the life-style he is able to
lead. He is able to commit huge sums for business purposes
or to satisfy personal interests. Last year he bought a
passenger ship for 52 million dollars and spent 12 million
dollars on refurbishment. The ship will become a floating
hospital, cruising the Persian Gulf and wooing petrodollar-
laden Sheikhs.

Last year he bought two yachts,.. at 200000 dollars a
piece, so that he and his employees could sail in their free
time. Right now his passion is horses; he has 53 of them.

. Fiodorov's life-style is lavish by any standards. He has
several apartments, a dacha, a car with a telephone and
an aeroplane. Elected a People's Deputy in the elections
to the Supreme Soviet last year (the country's highest
legislative body), Fiodorov owes his and his institute's
success to President Gorbachev's perestroika. Without it
he would never have been able to transform his Institute
for Ophthalmic Microsurgery into the international
undertaking that it has become. Over the past three years
his business has almost doubled. With 4000 employees
and eight treatment centres spread over the Soviet Union,
Fiodorov's enterprise does 75 million dollars worth of
business a year and his empire includes two factories that
turn out instruments and eyeglasses. His clinics operate

on 200000 people annually of whom 3500 are foreigners.
He hopes to double capacity by 1992. The nerve centre of
his group is an ultra-modern hospital in the suburbs of
Moscow. Here, Fiodorov keeps in touch by satellite with
his chief subordinates, their faces appearing on 30 tele-
vision screens mounted on the wall of his office. Next to
the screens stands a turn-of-the-century telescope aimed
at the sky. On the ground floor of the hospital a score-
board tots up daily the key figures for the Moscow branch
of the enterprise. On a single day well over 400 operations
might be scheduled! This massive number can be accommo-
dated because of Fiodorov's technique of operation. He
practises an up-to-the-minute surgery the way the Ford
motor company turns out cars on the assembly line. Eight
beds are arranged in a star around a central axis. At the
head of each bed, on which only the eye of the patient is
visible, a surgeon officiates. After each has finished his
task, the eight branched star makes an eighth of a turn.
The next surgeon verifies that his predecessor performed
his task properly and then does his own part of the opera-
tion. The doctors communicate through tiny microphones
and speakers against a background of soft music .

'The day we visited the centre we found patients
completely relaxed, waiting to be operated upon. Others,
who had already undergone the operation were resting in
another room and the guide told us that they would be
going home shortly.

Fiodorov's name has become synonymous here not
only with a surgical technique that works but with a man
who has managed to defy Soviet bureaucracy and make a
roaring success of his institute. His doctors and nurses are
much better paid than anywhere else in the Soviet Union.
They receive a basic salary to which is added more on the
basis of their performance. Hence an active eye surgeon
can earn up to 19000 dollars a year-a fortune compared
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to the average wage of 3500 dollars. Productivity and
success rates are key words in the institute and in the
Fiodorov ethos. Doctors and nurses then get valuable
perks in a society which is plagued by shortages. These
include housing benefits, long vacations and the use of the
institute's yachts and horses. Fiodorov believes that
people who feel cared for produce more.

His inexhaustible energy spills over into agriculture. He
owns 3000 acres of farmland and a herd of 250 cows. The
produce goes directly to the clinic's kitchen. It was an
exercise to prove that agriculture can be successful-a
knock at state agriculture which has been a dismal failure.
Fiodorov has always had a healthy disrespect for state
bureaucracy and the lumping of productive persons with
unproductive ones. In a letter to Nikolai Tikhonov, the
then President of the Council of Ministers, Fiodorov had
complained that although he was three times as produc-
tive as his colleagues the Minister of Health would not
give him any money. Once Gorbachev came to power the
Minister for Health was changed and the state budget
came down on Fiodorov's side. Today he is working full
steam at expanding his 8 centres into 12. Work is almost
complete on his modern hotel building, a stone's throw
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from his institute. Built with the help of one of the best
known French construction companies it will house foreign
patients who come to have their eye problems corrected.
They can have a holiday in Moscow as well.

Changes in the Soviet law have allowed Dr Fiodorov to
keep the hard currency his institute earns from treating
foreigners and with this he has bought sophisticated
equipment from the West. The new found powers to con-
tact and expand directly in foreign countries has also
resulted in several projects around the world. Some
people remain sceptical about his techniques however.
On a visit to Tallin, a local eye surgeon said she had heard
of cases where the patient's eye had, after an accident, just
fallen out, opening out like the petals of a flower because
of the incisions made by Fiodorov's doctors. Another said
that Fiodorov's technique caused major problems in old
age as it was damaging to the cornea. When confronted by
such allegations the institute's spokeswoman was non-
chalant. 'People wouldn't be coming to us in such numbers
were these allegations true,' she said. As for Fiodorov he
welcomes any publicity. 'Scandal-it's wonderful.'

P. KAPOOR

KANTA TALUKDAR

Letter from North America

FADS, FATS, FAST-FOODS AND FITNESS
The pursuit of happiness and good health has led to close
public scrutiny of foods in the last decade. The exercise
gurus have had their share of the spotlight and the latest
mentors of good health are the nutritionists and dietary
experts. North Americans now intensely analyse all edibles
and potables; the labelling of all such items is de rigueur,
and the 'No cholesterol' claim can be found on almost
everything except bottled water.

'The Poisoning of America'-a full page advertisement
screams at the readers of several large newspapers such
as the New York Times and the Wall Street lourna/-
'McDonald's, Your hamburgers have too much fat,' with
an admonition to that chain and all other fast-food
restaurants to reduce the fat content of their hamburger
meat by 10% to help Americans lower their cholesterol
levels. I

McDonald's attorney Joseph Califano responded with,
'We think the papers just didn't check the facts,' putting
them on notice not to publish the advertisement again.
However, an official of a Washington DC-based consumer
advocacy group, the Center for Science in the Public
Interest, said either way, the saturated fat levels in fast-
foods are too high. Neither the advertiser nor the fast-food
restaurants would divulge their future plans.?

All this, fuelled by a national dread of high cholesterol

levels, has led to one out of every three Americans getting
their levels checked and nearly one in four have altered
their diets to reduce these levels. For 60 million Americans
with high blood cholesterol levels, the federal National
Cholesterol Education Program recommends a strict,
medically supervised diet. Yet again, as they were a
decade ago, the findings and recommendations about
cholesterol are being challenged. Two successful publica-
tions, one by a journalist.l and the other by well-known
nutritionists," have repolarized opinions suggesting that
cholesterol risks have been overstated. In the absence of
cigarette smoking and high blood pressure, elevated
cholesterol alone does not seem to be as serious a risk
factor for heart disease as we have been led to believe;
lowering cholesterol through diet can be difficult and the
results minimal. Low cholesterol, further, may have
unanticipated adverse consequences including an increased
incidence of stroke and cancer.

The US National Restaurant Association estimates that
on a typical day, 45.8 million people-a fifth of the
population-are served in fast-food restaurants.> Fast-
food sales rose by 300% in the seventies, the number of
outlets from 30000 to 140000, and fast-food chains have
expanded to schools, colleges, military bases and recently
even hospitals." Every second, an estimated 200 people in
the United States order one or more hamburgers. There


